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— GRILLING TOOLS —

 ACCESSORIES & UPGRADES
 In our world this qualifies as bling.

The Long Log Fire Poker is a great heavy-duty tool for your outdoor fire pit, It is 40" in length with a 1/2" 

diameter carbon steel solid shaft, with a stainless steel spring cool-touch handle with overall heavy duty 

construction. This extra-long fire poker is perfect for use in large barbecue pits and trailer pits and allows for 

easy pulling, pushing, and repositioning of firewood.

SKU: POK- LONG

Large Firewood Tongs are made from durable carbon steel and have a comfortable ergonomic handle.  Most 

important, these firewood tongs keep you 40” away and safe from the fire heat,  while allowing you to grab 

and maneuver hot burning logs. No more burns or feeling the heat when using your  fire pit. Perfect for 

managing both indoor and outdoor fires. Firewood Tongs are also available as part of a set of five tools and 

wall hanger. 

SKU: TON-LONG

The Long Log Ash Shovel measures 40” in length with a ½” diameter carbon steel shaft. It features one 

stainless steel spring cool-touch handle and one comfortable, firm-grip ergonomic end handle.  One-piece 

construction has a smooth surface all around. The absence of rough weld spots on the shovel surface 

facilitates a cleaner and more e�cient operation. The extra-long shaft length is appreciated as ideal by 

competition BBQ chefs for professional and commercial use in large barbecue pits, large grills, and trailer pits.

SKU: SHO-LONG 

The Long  Ash Rake is great for cleaning out your smoker or pit  from the front vent door. Steel construction 

will provide long lasting quality with a  heavy duty 40” length with a ½” diameter steel carbon steel central 

shaft. The extra length is ideal for large barbecue pits, large grills and trailer pits.

SKU: RAK-LONG

Long Ash Broom 40" (1 meter) length with a 1/2" diameter carbon steel shaft.  The comfortable end handle 

with a firm grip ’Broom head’ is made of long-lasting Broom Corn, a form of sorghum, (we stock replaceable 

heads) 

SKU: BRO-LONG
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The Horizontal Wall Mount Tool Storage Rack holds 5 large fireplace tools. Set includes (2) fasteners. (1) bracket 

for vertical tool hanging and (2) brackets for horizontal tool storage. 

· Dimensions: 2" x 18" x 1/4" 

Horizontal Wall Mount Tool Storage Rack SKU: TOO RAC-LAR

Large Fireplace Tool Set with Wall Hanger and Fasteners.Combo set includes five tools that includes a Poker, 

Shovel, Ash Rake, Tongs, Broom, and a Wall Hanger. Hand-crafted with pride, perfect for the larger fireplace. 

Tools have a comfortable end handle with a firm grip.

Large Fireplace Combo Tool Set SKU: TOO-COM-SET

The Standard Log Poker is 22” in length with a 1/2" diameter carbon steel solid shaft

and has one stainless steel spring cool-touch handle. The end handle has a firm-grip and is comfortable. 

O�ering heavy-duty construction this fire poker is perfect for use in large barbecue pits and trailer pits.  Easy 

pulling, pushing, and repositioning of firewood.

· Length: 22”

Standard BBQ Fire Poker SKU: POK-STA

The Ash Rake is great for cleaning out your smoker or grill from the front vent door. Steel construction will 

provide long lasting quality. The 25 -inch ash rake is plenty long enough to reach in and pull the ashes out with 

the curved end.

· Rake face measures 25" x 6" x 3"

· Fire Rake length: 25"

Standard Ash Rake SKU: RAK-STA

Standard Grill Grate Fork - used to  lift the expanded metal cooking grate. Tired of picking up that messy 

cooking grate with your hands?  This Standard Grill Grate Fork solves that problem. 

· Length: 13”

Standard Grill Grate Fork SKU: GRA-FOR


